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A System to Align Complex Bilingual CorporaPhilippe LanglaisCTT-KTH { SE-10044, Stockholm, SwedenCERI-LIA, Agroparc - BP 1228 - F-84911 Avignon Cedex 9, Francewww.speech.kth.seAbstractBilingual textual alignment systems are needed in many domains such as automatic or assisted translation,multi-lingual terminology and lexicography, multi-lingual information retrieval systems, etc. In the light of ex-periments carried out within the framework of a Research Concerted Action on multi-lingual alignment (namelyARCADE) initiated by AUPELF-UREF, we describe our bilingual alignment system which has proved to be e�-cient both for traditional corpora usually used to test such systems and for more complicated ones such as scienti�carticles or novels (Langlais et al., 1998). A comparative study of several functions which can be used to score thecandidates for pairing as well as of several combinations of stages which are involved in an alignment system ismade and discussed in the paper. It is important to mention that until now, most alignment systems have beenevaluated on judicial and technical texts which present relatively few di�culties for a sentence-level alignement.However, other corpora such as novels are widespread and of utmost interest for many applications. In this respect,we report results on various English-French corpora (of several levels of di�culty) that have been made availablewithin ARCADE. The paper shows that when aligning complex corpora, systems performances fall signi�cantly,thus justifying the system we propose.1 IntroductionIn the last few years, there has been a growinginterest in parallel text alignment techniques.These techniques attempt to map varioustextual units to their translation, and haveproven useful for a wide range of applications(memory-based translation, extraction of mul-tilingual lexical and terminological resources,semantic disambiguation, etc.) (Brown et al.,1991; Gale and Church, 1991a; Debili, 1992;D�ebili et al., 1994; Kay and R�oscheisen, 1993;Simard et al., 1992; Simard and Plamondon,1996).A number of methods have been described inthe literature and encouraging results have beenreported (Gale and Church, 1991a; Simard andPlamondon, 1996). Unfortunately performancetends to deteriorate signi�cantly when the toolsare applied to corpora which are widely dif-ferent from the training corpus, and/or wherethe alignments are not straightforward (for in-stance, graphics, tables, \oating" notes andmissing segments, which are very common inreal texts, and all of which result in a dramaticloss of e�ciency).

1.1 A Brief overview of the ARCADEexerciceARCADE, is an evaluation exercise �nancedby AUPELF-UREF, a network of (at leastpartially) French-speaking universities. It waslaunched in 1995 in order to promote researchin the �eld of multi-lingual alignment. The �rst2-year period (96-97) was dedicated to twomain tasks: 1) the production of a referencebilingual corpus (French-English) aligned atsentence level; 2) the evaluation of several sen-tence alignment systems though an ARPA-likecompetition.In its �rst phase, ARCADE was organizedaround two types of teams: the corpus providers(LPL and RALI) and the participants in thecompetition (RALI, LORIA, ISSCO, IRMC andLIA). General coordination was handled by J.V�eronis (LPL); a discussion group was set up,and was moderated by Ph. Langlais (LIA &KTH).2 Description of a new system:JAPAAs many systems, JAPA involves three majorsteps that are fully described: 1) the selectionof potential pairs of sentences, 2) the scoring1



of each of these pairs and 3) the selection ofthe optimal alignment according to a scoringfunction.2.1 The scoring functionJAPA makes use of information that has beeninvestigated in other studies, but integratesthem in a convenient and e�cient way.2.1.1 Non-linguistic informationOne of the earliest information that has beenused to align texts is the length of the seg-ments to align. In this respect, two modelshave been proposed : the former considering thelength of segments counted in characters (Galeand Church, 1991a), the latter considering thelength counted in words (Brown et al., 1991).The underlying idea of both of these models isthat the lengths of the translated segments areproportional. Gale & Church proposed a prob-abilistic model which produces an approxima-tion of the probability that two segments aremutual translation, given their lengths and thelikelihood of the translation pattern that con-nect them :Slg = �log [Prob(�jmatch) � P (match)] where� is computed directly from the length ofthe segments (see (Brown et al., 1991) for de-tails on the estimation of Prob(�jmatch)) andP (match) is the a priori probability of the con-sidered translation pattern. A pattern is just de-�ned by the number of sentences that are con-sidered both in the source and the target version(ex: 1-3 means that one source sentence is asso-ciated with 3 target ones).It is interesting to note that such a simplemodel has been proved to give good results onhuge corpora. It can however be argued thatthe corpora aligned with this model were mostlyeasy ones (Simard et al., 1992). The section 3illustrates this point.2.1.2 Lexical informationA more intuitive idea when a human con-fronts with the problem of aligning a corpus(even when he does not know perfectly the lan-guages under consideration) is to use informa-tion conveyed by words. It is well known that for

historical reasons, many languages (but not all)share many words or at least lemmata. This isparticularly true if the languages under consid-eration are European ones. Thus, a natural wayto achieve alignment is to use a bilingual lexi-con. Unfortunately, such open and free lexiconsare not widespread over our community. Weexplored two alternatives to get around theseproblems. The former is the automatic extrac-tion of a bilingual lexicon in an incremental way;the latter is the integration of the so called cog-nates (Simard et al., 1992).Extraction of a bilingual lexicon. JAPAuses as an option a set of bilingual lexicons.Some of them are coming from Internet (the-matic lexicons) and others are issued from anautomatic extraction process which makes useof sentence-aligned bilingual corpora. Our lexi-con has a total of around 12000 entries. To thisextent we used the likelihood test (tv) whichis quiet simple and which behaviour has beenjudged satisfactorily in previous studies (Dun-ning, 1993; Gaussier and Lang�e, 95).tv = a log a+ b log b+ c log c+ d log d�(a+ c) log(a + c)� (a+ b) log(a + b)�(b+ d) log(b + d)� (c+ d) log(c + d)+N log Nwhere a stands for the number of areas whereinboth e and f are observed ; b and c stand forthe number of times where only one of the twowords is encountered (resp. e and f) ; d is thenumber of the area where none of the two wordsare present and N stands for the total numberof areas in the corpus.Lists of a maximum of ten candidates to thetranslation of each considered word (mostlyplain-words) have been selected with thismetric and �ltered by imposing constraintssuch as reciprocity (Gaussier and Lang�e,95) and threshold-like rules. These heuris-tics are not fully satisfactory since manyword-correspondences involve not only wordsbut also terms (especially in domain-speci�cvocabulary). It is however a good compromiseto arrive at a useful bilingual lexicon.2



As we use word correspondences in a staticway, we can mention the alignment system pro-posed by Kay and R�oscheisen (1993) that usesa similar measurement in a dynamic process.Blank (1995) discusses the advantages and dis-advantages of such a system.Cognates. Simard et al. (1992) proposed ameasurement of the bond of two segments,based on the notion of cognate that is de�nedas a pair of words (one word for each language)which share obvious properties at whateverlevel (phonologic, orthographic, semantic,...).Pairs such as acc�es/access, activit�e/activityare examples of French-English cognates. Thisde�nition can also be extended to entities whichare not modi�ed much during translation, suchas proper nouns, numerical data, or also somepunctuation marks. The authors proposedfew rules to automatically select cognates inbilingual corpora: a) two words which arecomposed by at least one digit are cognatesif they are identical, b) same punctuationmarks are cognates, and last but not least, c)two alpha-words (composed of letters only)are cognates if they shared the same n-�rstcharacters. The authors proposed to score acandidate for pairing by Scog :Scog = PT (cjn)PR(cjn) , wherePT (cjn) (resp. PR(cjn)) is the probabilitythat a source-segment of n words shares ccognates with his target-counterpart underthe hypothesis that they are mutual transla-tion (resp. are selected randomly). Both thisprobabilities follow approximately a binomialdistribution where pT (resp pR) is the proba-bility that a source-word is part of a cognatewhen segments that are mutual translation(resp. are randomly selected). pT and pR havebeen experimentally set up to 0.3 and 0.09.PT (cjn) = Cpn � pcT � (1� pT )n�cPR(cjn) = Cpn � pcR � (1� pR)n�cIt is interesting to note that the results ob-tained by this approach have been reportedto be less accurate than the ones reported byGale and Church (1991a).

2.1.3 The �nal scoreJAPAs scoring function uses the informationwe described. Its origin is the extension of thescore proposed by (Simard et al., 1992) to thefollowing one :Sc = �log �PT (cjn)PR(cjn) � P (�jmatch) � P (match)�Once developed, it becomes the following, in-volving three quantities (x, y and z) which standrespectively for the cognate-score, the length-score and the pattern-score.Sc = � hc:log pTpR i� h(n� c):log 1�pT1�pR i (x)�log P (�jmatch) (y)�log P (match) (z)We can observe in table 1 that these quanti-ties do not have the same dynamics. In a �rstattempt, we tried to normalize each quantity(using their z-score) with a signi�cant loss ofaccuracy of the system ; thus, leading us tothe conclusion, that each information is not ofequal importance in the alignment process. Ac-cording to this observation, we decided to �ndthree ponderation coe�cients (�x, �y and �z)in order to weight each source of information;leading to the score expressed by Sjapa. Notethat this score is no longer a probability func-tion and that it makes the assumption (notfully satis�ed) that the di�erent scores weigthedare statistically independant. We used the non-derivative minimization-technique called Sim-plex (Nedel and Mead, 1965) to �nd the com-bination which optimize the performance (bothprecision and recall) of the system on a corpusof 1000 hand-labeled pairs. The following val-ues (possibly a local optima) have been foundand are presently used in JAPA : < �x = 0:5,�y = 0:2,�z = 1 >.Sjapa = �0:5� hc:log pTpR � (n� c):log 1�pT1�pR i�0:2� log P (�jmatch)�log P (match)Both the cognates (dynamically detected)and the entries of the bilingual lexicon areconsidered by the cognate-score. We veri�ed on3



score � � min maxx 0.2 9.4 -104.1 36.2y 13 16 0.1 69.07z 2.8 1.7 0 4.5Table 1: Average (�), standard deviation (�)and dynamics of the three quantities used inJAPAs scoring function. These values have beenmeasured on a corpus of 1000 hand-labeledpairs.a test-corpus the assumption that the numberof cognates (extended to the entries of thebilingual lexicon) of a pair of sentences stillremains modelized by a binomial distribution.2.2 Selection of candidates for pairingEven if it can be considered as an implemen-tation detail, search-space reduction is a stepthat needs to be carefully handled. Our space-reduction method is based on the idea thataligning sentences can be done e�ciently us-ing a word-level alignment. As underlined byDebili (1992), we are faced to a vicious circlefrom which we can exit considering that a �nesentence-level alignment can use a coarse word-level one.This is a solution that has also been imple-mented in (Simard et al., 1992). The authorsproposed an algorithm to determine pointswhere the solution has to pass through. Thissolution is e�cient as far as the location of thepoints is accurate, which is a tricky point. Wedescribe a space-reduction methodology whichis less directive, but still remains e�cient.A bilingual corpus is represented as a binarymatrix M , where the ith line stands for the ithword of the source text and the column j standsfor the jth word of the target text. The cellM(i; j) is set to 1 if the source word i is in re-lation with the target word j. That is, the twowords are either cognates, or are one of the en-try of the bilingual lexicon.An example of such a matrix for an extractfrom the novel of Jules Verne \De la terre �ala lune" (the entire novel is referenced vernehereafter) is given in �gure 1. We observe that

Figure 1: Binary matrix of words computedfor an extract of a novel of Jules Verne (1373source-words � 830 target-words). A dot indi-cates a relation between two words. Each wordof the extract are considered in this example.
Figure 2: Binary matrix computed consideringonly words appearing less than 10 times.a lot of source-words are in relation with manytarget-words (black columns), which is charac-teristic of over-represented tools-words.To remove these \noisy" pairs of words, wecan apply image-�ltering techniques (as it hasbeen proposed for example in (Chang and Chen,1997)) or more simply, we can focus only onlow-frequency words. The �gure 2 shows the bi-nary matrix computed on the same excerpt fromverne, restricted to those words that appearless than 10 times.We make the assumption that the pairing oflow-frequency words is nearly a synchronizedprocess that can be handled using a dynamicprogramming scheme. We de�ne a cost for pair-ing two words (S) as:S(I; J) = I�1mini=I�R minj=Mi;j=1 (S(i; j) + F (i; j; I; J))with F (i; j; I; J) = J � jI � i + (I � i� 1)� C4



where the contants C and R have been setup empirically from a training corpus. The un-derlying idea of this score is to minimize thedeviation from the diagonal that should be ob-served if the assumption of the synchronizationof low-frequency words is fully satis�ed.Thus, the search-beam at the sentencelevel is simply de�ned as a �xed-size numberof sentences (here 8) centered around theword-alignment. This fast reduction method isaccurate, as illustrated in section 3.4.2.3 Strategy of sentence-alignmentWe also make use of a dynamic programmingscheme to align the sequence (s1; : : : ; sI) ofsource-sentences with the sequence (t1; : : : ; tJ )of target-ones. The algorithm follows the onegiven by (Gale and Church, 1991a)Only pairs belonging to the beam-search aretaken into account in this process.3 Experiments3.1 Description of the corporaThese experiments have been carried out us-ing the two French-English corpora available inthe ARCADE framework : BAF and JOC. Bothcorpora have been aligned at the sentence level,and manually checked. JOC gathers 10 homo-geneous institutional texts for a total size of 4megabytes ; about 9000 pairs of sentences, mostof them (94%) being 1 to 1 ones. BAF is a mixof 11 texts from various origin such as scienti�carticles, excerpts from the hansard-parliamentstexts and novels. The total size of BAF is 6megabytes and represents above 22000 pairs ofsentences; 90% of them are 1-1 ones. Some ofthese texts have been judged di�cult to align.Especially the verne corpus which is very inter-esting because the translations are sometimesdivergent (75% of 1-1 patterns) and it is noteven clear whether the English version is reallya translation of the French one, or if it has beentranslated from an abridged version.3.2 TestsIn order to better understand the e�ciency ofJAPA, we set up several systems that are de-

J A B C GC SI F Gword � � � � �pond. � � � �length � � � � �cognate � � � � �Table 2: Description of the tested systems.word indicates that word-alignment is per-formed, pond. that Sjapa is used to score thesentence-pairing, length that Slg is used, andcognate that Scog is used in the scoring func-tion.scribed in table 2. They all share the same struc-ture but di�er either by the scoring functionthey use, either by the fact that word-alignmentis performed or not. Two of these systems { GCand SI { are implementations of systems pre-viously described in the literature (resp. (Galeand Church, 1991a) and (Simard et al., 1992)).For comparison purposes, we also report resultsgiven in Simard and Plamondon (1996).3.3 EvaluationThe quality of an alignment A is assessed viatwo rates as de�ned in (Simard and Plamondon,1996) : the precision rate (P = jA \Aref j=jAj)and a the recall rate (R = jA \ Aref j=jAref j);where Aref stands for the reference (manuallychecked). Following the authors, we report thesetwo rates computed at the character level ratherthan at the sentence one ; thus taking into ac-count the size (counted in characters) of thealignment errors.3.4 ResultsPrecision and recall rates computed at the char-acter level are reported in table 3 both for BAFand JOC. The results observed on the verneare also reported to analyse the behaviour ofthe di�erent systems on this particularly com-plex corpus.First of all we can see that JAPA outper-forms other systems both on BAF and JOC.It even outperforms Sa (Simard and Plamon-don, 1996) which makes use of a statistical-translation model in its scoring function. Sec-ondly, we can check that weighting the infor-5



mation used to score an alignment is e�cientfor both corpora (JAPA vs. A). Fortunately,the word-alignment stage is also fruitful (SI vsF, GC vs C) especially on the BAF corpus.We can also observe a di�erence between re-sults on BAF and JOC ; where BAF presentsa more challenging corpus to align. In partic-ular we can observe that GC is able to alignonly half of verne with a precision close to 0.4.In accordance with Simard et al. (1992) obser-vations, GC outperforms slightly SI on the JOCcorpus ; it is not true any longer when consider-ing the rates on BAF. It is at this point interest-ing to note that the system G (which makes nouse of the length-score P (�jmatch) as de�ned byGale and Church (1991b)) is still accurate bothon BAf and JOC.BAF JOC verne(P;R) (P;R) (P;R)J (97.6,83.2) (98.6,98.9) (90.4,93.8)A (87.2,81.6) (85.9,99.0) (78.9,93.0)B (91.8,78.3) (98.4,97.6) (51.0,58.8)C (91.7,79.2) (97.9,97.8) (52.0,62.3)GC (60.7,47.8) (98.0,97.9) (41.4,50.4)SI (64.6,52.8) (94.1,98.8) (84.2,93.9)F (93.7,83.1) (94.0,98.8) (84.1,93.8)G (96.7,82.7) (98.8,98.6) (83.3,91.2)Sa (92.3,93.9) | (54.5,94.0)Table 3: Alignment results. Precision and recallare given in percentage both for BAf and JOC,but also for verne which is a \non-easy" cor-pus. Average values are weighted by text size.For comparison purposes, Sa indicates the ratesreported in (Simard and Plamondon, 1996).The �nal ranking o� the systems testedwithin the ARCADE exercice (including theJapa system) on both JOC and BAF corpusis also given in Figure 3. The global e�ciencyof the di�erent systems are given as F-measure(Rijsbergen, 1979) which combines recalland precision in a single e�ciency measure(harmonic mean of precision and recall):F = 2:(recall�precision)=(recall+precision).Recall and precision rates were computed hereboth at the sentence level and at the character
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Figure 3: Final ranking o� the systems (averageF-values).level. This last measure has been proposedwithin the ARCADE exercice in order to takeinto account the fact that alignment errors in-volving short sentences should be less penalizedthan errors involving longer ones, at least fromthe perspective of some applications. Refer to(Langlais et al., 1998) for further details on theevaluation protocol used in ARCADE and fora description of the di�erent systems tested.As it can be observed, Japa outperforms othersystems.4 ConclusionsWe have described a new bilingual alignmentsystem which aligns sentences using �rst a word-alignment stage. Compared to previous systemsdescribed in the literature, JAPAs performancesare fairly stable and very good, whatever thelevel of di�culty of the corpus to align. Thisstudy also con�rms the importance of the choiceof test-corpora in an evaluation stage and alsoshows that aligning bilingual corpora, even atthe sentence level is not yet a solved problem.ReferencesI. Blank. 1995. Sentence alignment : Methods andimplementations. T.A.L., 36(1-2):81{99.P.F. Brown, J.C. Lai, and R.L. Mercer. 1991. Align-ing Sentences in Parallel Corpora. In 29th AnnualMeeting of the Association for ComputationalLinguistics, pages 169{176, Berkeley,CA,USA.J.S. Chang and M.H. Chen. 1997. An align-ment method for noisy parallel corpora basedon image processing techniques. In Proceedingsof 35th Meeting of the Association for Computa-tional Linguistics, pages 297{304, Madrid.6
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